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Profile
DevOps enthusiast.

Passionate about automation and scaling.

Thrives in a full stack environment - from server &
infrastructure, backend, all the way to frontend.

Always striving to develop myself as a developer and
broaden my knowledge base.

Degree project completed in the spring of 2020 dealt
with migration of infrastructure to, and
implementation of, a full-scale Kubernetes cluster in
collaboration with Sensative AB.

Skills

Java
JavaScript
Web Components
Node.js
Express.js
React
HTML
CSS
PHP
Docker
Kubernetes
Helm
Linux
Nginx
Openstack

- TECHNICAL SKILLS

Work Experience

DevOps Engineer/Consultant
09/2020 - ... Lund

Sensative AB
Continuation of previous degree work. Focusing
on improving the cluster functionality, and
preparing production deployment. Involving 15+
microservices.

Also working on improving the overall
infrastructure, provisioning and management.
Work includes writing own tools for automatic
configuration file creation, etc.

Work Experience

Degree work
01/2020 - 06/2020 Lund

Sensative AB
Degree project with focus on DevOps. Migration
of infrastructure to a full-scale Kubernetes
cluster.

Implemented and configured a Kubernetes
cluster with dynamic allocation of resources,
such as load balancers and volumes, in the
underlying OpenStack system when deploying
new applications. Implemented the possibility of
deploying several instances, separated by
namespaces, as well as autogeneration of TLS
certificates to the various instances.
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Skills

Git
DevOps
Fullstack
Agile development
Infrastructure as Code
Continuous Delivery/Integration
Database design (SQL / NoSQL)
Interaction Design

- ADDITIONAL SKILLS

Education

Information & Communication Technology
09/2013 - 12/2015 Lund

Master of Science in Engineering, not finished
Studied for 2 years at the Information &
Communication Engineering Technologies
programme at LTH, Lund.

Education

Software Development and Operations
09/2016 - 12/2020 Kalmar/Växjö

Bachelor of Science (Computer Science), 180hp
Software developer bachelor degree with a
niched focus on DevOps - including both
development and operational management of
software.


